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Along with the progress of economic and financial globalization, the commercial 
bank’s business is rapidly expanding. The new financial products are continuously 
generated. The complexity of banking business greatly increases, which brings 
commercial banks more and various risks. One of them called operational risk is 
drawing more attention than the others, and becoming another important commercial 
bank risk after the credit risk and the market risk. However, the operational risk has its 
own special characters which differ from credit risk and market risk. It commonly 
exists in the grass-root commercial bank branch, which stands in the first battle line of 
bank’s business, and causes severe damage to the bank operation. So how to gain a 
better understanding of the origin of the operational risk and how to be better prepared 
becomes a vital issue which the domestic commercial banks, especially the grass-root 
branches of them have to face.            
This essay is a case study of Industrial Bank Quanzhou branch‘s risks 
management. By using both qualitative and qualitative analysis, and inductive 
reasoning method, the essay links theory with practice, staring from introducing 
fundamental theory of operational risk management, and introduces the advanced 
international experience of bank operational risk management. Basing my 
investigation, working experience and statistical analysis, the essay further studies 
Industrial Bank Quanzhou branch‘s current operational risks management, and tries to 
figure out what the problem is.  Finally, by viewing the international and domestic 
operational risk management quo, the essay tries to find a way to tackles on this issue 
from some perspectives, which are the assessment and incentive mechanisms, risk 
management strategies, risk management organizations, internal control systems, risk 
management information system. 
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